Sorry East Timor for giving you your freedom but stealing your oil,
hey we're much bigger than you so we need more of it you jobless, starving twirps! Don't bully us around!
So 'sorry East Timor' for lying about the numbers killed
And who killed them
but we had good reason
 to keep the TNI on side
 after all we trained them
 (with our very own S.A.S.
 but that's supposed to be
 a top secret)
 they're our friends
 and it's always been the Australian way to stay loyal
 what's that you say?
you were loyal to us when over forty thousand East Timorese died helping out a handful of Australian guerillas in the Second World War
against the Japanese who now happen to be our biggest trading partner who are now keeping the Australian way of life afloat?
Hey we helped you out didn't we?
stopped more killing even though we could have stopped it all together
bit slow off the mark but only did it when things started to look a bit embarrassing
sorry about December 1975
but hey we were just as bad on our own who died on the border
we didn't give a stuff about those five journos
what were they doing there trying to find out about the truth?
didn't they know we left the truth to Jakarta?
sorry again, sincerely,
but hey there was that coup in Canberra
and that other thing called the Cold War
what were you compared to keeping the shipping lanes open to the Indian Ocean for all those American carriers, submarines and destroyers?
Sorry about the massacres but you'll get over it
We have.
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